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a b s t r a c t

The SARS-CoV-2 main protease (Mpro) is an attractive target towards discovery of drugs to treat COVID-19
because of its key role in virus replication. The atomic structure of Mpro in complex with an a-ketoamide
inhibitor (Lig13b) is available (PDB ID:6Y2G). Using 6Y2G and the prior knowledge that protease in-
hibitors could eradicate COVID-19, we designed a computational study aimed at identifying FDA-
approved drugs that could interact with Mpro. We searched the DrugBank and PubChem for analogs
and built a virtual library containing ~33,000 conformers. Using high-throughput virtual screening and
ligand docking, we identified Isavuconazonium, a ketoamide inhibitor (a-KI) and Pentagastrin as the top
three molecules (Lig13b as the benchmark) based on docking energy. The DGbind of Lig13b, Isavucona-
zonium, a-KI, Pentagastrin was �28.1, �45.7, �44.7, �34.8 kcal/mol, respectively. Molecular dynamics
simulation revealed that these ligands are stable within the Mpro active site. Binding of these ligands is
driven by a variety of non-bonded interaction, including polar bonds, H-bonds, van der Waals and salt
bridges. The overall conformational dynamics of the complexed-Mpro was slightly altered relative to apo-
Mpro. This study demonstrates that three distinct classes molecules, Isavuconazonium (triazole), a-KI
(ketoamide) and Pentagastrin (peptide) could serve as potential drugs to treat patients with COVID-19.

© 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

With over 26 million infections and 876,115 deaths today
(September 5, 2020), the world is witnessing a calamitous viral
pandemic caused by a new strain of a coronavirus, scientifically
referred to as SARS-Cov2, the causative agent of corona virus dis-
ease (COVID-19). Retroviral SARS-CoV-2 shares ~82% genome
similarity to the SARS coronavirus [1,2]. The viral infection is
believed to have originated in China with the initial epicentre in
Wuhan, a city in the Hubei Province of China [3,4]. The actual date
of origin of the infection and first patient is still unknown; however,
. Achilonu).
it is believed that this virus may have crossed fromwild animals to
humans, a possible zoonotic virus that is originally from bats, akin
to the African Ebola and the Lassa fever viruses [5]. Over the course
of time the epicentre, the epicentre has moved from China to Italy
and currently the epicentre in the USA. At the time of writing this
article there is no known vaccine or treatment option available.
Even though the death rate is lower than the historical coronavirus-
associated SARS, the recovery rate seems to be relatively protracted.
This has resulted in straining health care systems globally and sub-
Saharan Africa may become the next epicentre if the infection is not
controlled effectively. In most countries around the world, the only
means of control is by instating a nationwide lockdown. Countries,
such as South Africa, that took this initiative, however disastrous it
was on the economy, have witnessed a slower infection rate, from
45% to less than 4% (between March 27, 2020 and April 10, 2020).
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As viral disease outbreaks are not often foreseen, COVID-19 is a
global emergency and there is a race against time to produce either
a vaccine and/or effective drugs to curb the global plague of COVID-
19 [6]. Several drug treatments have been proposed worldwide.
Chloroquine/hydroxychloroquine, an FDA-approved drug that was
used to treat malaria has been proposed, in combination with zinc,
to be effective in eradicating SARS-CoV-2 in patients [7e12]. This is
because chloroquine is an endocytosis blocker and acts as an
ionophore that facilitates the entry of Zn2þ into cells such as T-
lymphocytes and Zn2þ is known to inhibit coronavirus and arter-
ivirus RNA polymerase [13]. Other antiviral agents including
remdesivir, lopinavir, ritonavir and interferon a, have also been
proposed as possible treatment alternatives against COVID-19
[14,15]. Currently, several countries have begun chloroquine and
antiretroviral treatment trials; however, some of the clinical in-
formation emanating from these trials is still anecdotal and cannot
be justified as the treatment of choice [16]. As the world continues
to grapple with the outbreak of the SARS-Cov-2 virus, the most
logical approach to treating this infection is by accelerated rational
drug discovery [17] using a combination of computational model-
ling and empirical studies [18,19], such as in autoimmune disease
drug discovery [20]. However, this is only possible if there are
empirically determined crystal structures of key druggable targets
in the virus. In this instance, Mpro, a viral protease, represents a
prime target because it is critical for processing viral polyproteins
and viral maturation inside infected host cells [21]. Of concern are
unconfirmed reports in Asia of people who have recently recovered
from COVID-19 infection and have tested positive for a second time.
This may point to the fact that vaccines alone may not be the best
strategy for dealing with this pandemic. This, therefore, un-
derscores the need for a rational approach to the discovery of drugs
to treat the current scourge of COVID-19.

Proteases are attractive targets in a rational approach to COVID-
19 drug discovery. This is because most retroviruses depend on key
enzymes, such as proteases, for processing of their polyprotein
precursors [22e24]. Zhang et al. [21] recently published a paper on
the structure of the SARS-CoV-2 main protease (SARS-Cov-2 Mpro)
with accession code 6Y2G and deposited it in the Protein Data Bank
inMarch 2020 [21]. A notable feature of this atomic structure is that
a derivative of an a-ketoamide inhibitor is bound to the enzyme
and this must, therefore, serve as the seeding point that drives the
rational drug design approach towards anti-SARS-CoV-2 drug dis-
covery. This atomic structure, in addition to the other ~112 PDB-
deposited structures related to COVID-19, can serve as a template
to discover other potential inhibitors using computational/machine
learning (artificial intelligence) studies. Currently, several data-
bases are curating several million compounds, some of which are
FDA-approved drugs as well as drugs that are at the final stages of
clinical trials with published outcomes. Databases such as Drug-
Bank [25,26] and PubChem [27,28] offer structural biologists the
opportunity to X-ray millions of compounds that can be validated
theoretically as having potential bioactivity towards SARS-CoV2
viral enzymes.

Drug repurposing, which describes the identification and
development of an existing drug for a new indication [29e31], is
rationalised by computer-aided drug design. Computer-aided drug
design and discovery has become progressive in recent times, pri-
marily due to state-of-the-art advances in algorithms that simulate,
to near-reality, the structure and function (behaviour) of bio-
molecules, especially regarding biomolecular interactions. This also
has been aided with the development of supercomputing tech-
nologies with incredible capacities to perform these calculations at
an astonishing speed. Several studies have described the success of
computer-aided drug repurposing towards the discovery of a new
generation of anti-cancer therapeutics [30]. In the event of an
outbreak of disease at epidemic or pandemic scale, drug-
repurposing is an answer to accelerated (“warp-speed”) discovery
of drugs to mitigate the devastating effect of highly communicable
disease, such as the Ebola virus outbreak and SARS-CoV-2
pandemic. Studies have also suggested that drug-repurposing will
greatly enhance and enable the discovery of existing drugs that can
treat the clinical stage of the the SARS-CoV-2 infections [32e36]. A
recent study byWan et al. [32] using analysis based on decade-long
structural studies of the coronavirus suggested that remdesivir
could be repurposed for the treatment of the virus, targeting the
Main-protease. Hoffmann et al. [37] also recently suggested that a
known protease inhibitor can be repurposed to block the entry the
SARS-CoV-2 virus, an event that depends on ACE2 (angiotensin-
converting enzyme 2) and TMPRSS2 (transmembrane protease,
serine 2) receptors. Most of these studies have suggested repur-
posing FDA-approved drugs; hence, empirical studies backed by
computational studies may be ongoing to prove this concept.

This study typifies the contribution of Computational Biology
and Chemistry in the race towards successful rational drug design
discovery. Our work showcases the value of biocomputational
studies and that it may be used effectively and reliably as a tool to
validate the results obtained using other biochemical and bio-
physical techniques. In light of this, our study validated the study by
Zhang et al. [21] and other studies that proposed to re-purposing
[38] of currently available drugs such as such as remdesivir, a
drug that was initially designed, although ineffective, against the
Ebola virus [18,19]. We could have screened the entire DrugBank
and other publicly available small molecule databases using high-
throughput virtual screening (HTVS), but we chose to begin with
two classes of protease inhibitors (i) the ketoamide inhibitors and
(ii) known antiretrovirals including remdesivir, saquinavir, ataza-
navir using computational modelling approaches. We used HTVS,
induced-fit ligand docking and molecular dynamics simulation
studies to identify additional classes of plausible FDA-approved
drugs as possible drug candidate to treat COVID-19. The concep-
tual framework of our study is illustrated in Fig. 1.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Computer hardware

Two high-performance desktop servers equipped with a 16 CPU
Intel® core i7™ 5960x Extreme Edition (3.3 GHz, 20 M cache 16x
cores), Nvidia GTX 750Ti graphics card, 32 GB DDR4-2133 MHz
memory on an MSI X99 motherboard and 264 GB RAM were used
for this study. TheWindowOS desktop (containing the Schr€odinger
Maestro v12) was used for HTVS and ligand docking, while the
Linux server (containing the 2019 GPU-enabled Schr€odinger Des-
mond version) was used for molecular dynamics simulation
studies. All post-dynamic analysis was done on a 64-bit Windows
Lenovo Legion Y540 laptop with the following configuration: Intel
9th Generation Intel Core i7-9750H, 4.5 GHz processor, 12 MB
cache, 6x cores, 12x threads, 64 GB DDR4 RAM, 2 TB ultra-fast SSD,
1 TB hard drive and Nvidia series 20 GeForce RTX 2060 6 GB GDDR6
graphics card (GPU).

2.2. Ligand and receptor extraction and preparation

The a-ketoamide derivative (Lig13b) by Zhang et al. [21] and
eleven FDS-approved antiretrovirals (Table S1) were submitted to
the PubChem and DrugBank databases for analog search. Similar
compounds were extracted in a structured data file (SDF) format
and submitted to the LigPrep module implemented in Maestro v12
for ligand preparation, which involves energy minimisation using
OPLS 2005 force field. The algorithm was set to generate possible



Fig. 1. Conceptual framework of the study. The 11 known ARVs are (i) HIV PIs: Atazanavir, Darunavir, Fosamprenavir, Indinavir, Lopinavir, Ritonavir, Saquinavir and Tipranavir; (ii)
NNRTIs: Delavirdine and Nevirapine; (iii) A broad spectrum antiviral: Remdesivir. A list of the top scoring conformers is detailed inTable S1. Six analogs of Lig13b [21] are Isa-
vuconazonium, P2eP3 Ketoamide derivative (a-KI), Pentagastrin, Bromocriptine, Ceftolozane and Cobicistat (see Table 1).
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states of the molecules at pH 7.0 ± 2, while accurately predicting
the pKa of these states at the set pH using the Epik module of the
algorithm. The ligands were also desalted and possible tautomeric
states (~32 tautomers/ligand) were further generated at pH 7.0 ± 2.
Additionally, specific chiral centres were retained (for molecules
withmultiple chiral centres), while other chiral centres were varied
during the ligand preparation to return chemically sensible struc-
tures. These generated molecules were saved as a compressed
Maestro file. The atomic coordinate for the SARS-CoV-2 Mpro (PDB
ID 6Y2G)was extracted from the RCSB-PDB database and submitted
to the Protein Preparation Wizard module implemented in
Maestro. The entire structure was energy-minimised by assign-
ment of accurate protonation state at physiological pH and
hydrogen atoms were added to the crystal structure using the
default parameters. The stereochemistry of the side chains was
checked to ensure that no major perturbations were induced while
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preparing the structure.

2.3. High-throughput virtual screening

A grid file of the receptor was prepared using Maestro for the
HTVS. More than 33,000 molecules were prepared using the Lig-
Prep algorithm and were submitted to the high-throughput virtual
screening (HTVS) module implemented in Maestro. Three steps of
the virtual screening workflow were used, beginning with the
HTVS, the standard protocol (SP) and finally the extend protocol.
The option for MM/GBSA was not applied at this step. The Lipinski
ADME filtering was not applied, but the QikProp filtering was
applied during the HTVS. The ligand docking step in the HTVS
performed initial docking of the entire set of more than 33,000
molecules and 10% of the HTVS-docked ligands were further sub-
jected to SP-docking protocol. This rigorous and systematic process
generated docked potential hits that were scored using Glide
docking scores.

2.4. Induced-fit ligand docking

Top scoring ligands in each class of drug were extracted and re-
submitted to the induced-fit docking (IFD) module implemented in
the Maestro v12 algorithm, which employs a mixed molecular
docking and dynamic protocol. Briefly, the standard IFD protocol
was applied to the selected (centroid) amino acid side chains
(19e29, 38e54, 85, 114e119, 126, 136e147, 161e175, 181, 185e193)
in an implicit solvent model using the OPLS_2005 force field. H-
bond and metal ion constraints were applied to both the initial and
re-docking stages. Ring conformational sampling with a 2.5 kcal/
mol energy barrier, as well as a non-planar conformation penalty
on amide bonds was applied to the IFD protocol. The scaling for
both receptor and ligand was set at 0.5 with a maximum of 20
allowable poses per ligand. Residues within 5 Å of the docked
ligand were further refined using Prime Refinement algorithm
implemented in Maestro v12. Prime energy was used to rank the
refined protein-ligand complexes. The receptor structures within
30 kcal/mol of the minimum energy structure were submitted for a
final round of Glide docking and scoring. Each ligandwas re-docked
into every single refined low-energy receptor structure in the
subsequent second docking step using the default Glide XP settings.

2.5. Molecular dynamic simulation

Molecular dynamics simulation was carried out using GPU-
enabled Desmond [39e41] engine implemented in Maestro v12.
The complex corresponding to the top-scoring pose for each ligand
or the un-complexed (Apo) protein was saved as a PDB file and
submitted to the Linux (Ubuntu) computer for the Desmond high-
performance molecular dynamics simulations studies. This study
has two main phases; namely, system building (solvation and
ionisation) and production. The System Builder module imple-
mented in the Desmond algorithm was used to solvate the system
using the TIP3P explicit solvent model with the OPLS_2005 force
field. The model was placed in an orthorhombic water box (dis-
tance from the box face to the outermost protein/ligand
atom ¼ 10 Å, box angle a ¼ b ¼ g ¼ 90�). The box volume was
minimised, and counter ions added to neutralise the system,
making sure the ions are placed at least 20 Å from each ligand. The
systemwas physiologically conditioned by adding 0.15 M NaCl into
the solvent box. After the solvation and ionisation phase in the
explicit solvent model was completed, the systemwas submitted to
the molecular dynamics production phase. This phase of MD
simulation is divided into eight distinct stages with specified pa-
rameters. The first seven stages involve the equilibration phase and
is composed of short simulation steps. Step 8 is a final, long
simulation stage. A total of 50 ns production stage was carried out.
In the first stage, the type and parameters of the solvated system
were detected. In stage 2, a 100 ps simulationwas carried out using
Brownian Dynamics under NVT conditions at 10 K, while placing
restraints on solute heavy atoms. Stage 3 involved a 12 ps simula-
tion under NVT conditions at 10 K with restraints on heavy atoms.
Stages 4, 6 and 7 (the pocket solvation at stage 5 was omitted)
employed short simulation steps (12, 12 and 24 ps, respectively)
under NPT conditions (at 10 K and restraints on heavy atoms for
stages 4 and 6). No restraints were placed on heavy atoms at stage 7.
The final production stage at constant temperature (300 K) was
carried out at stage 8, for 50 ns?

2.6. Binding free energy calculations

Binding free energy (DGbind) calculations were carried out using
the molecular mechanics/generalised Born solvent area (MM/
GBSA) method [42e44] implemented in Amber 18 in order to gain
more insight into the binding of the ligands to Mpro. Briefly, the free
energy of binding of Lig13b, a-KI, Pentagastrin and Isavuconazo-
nium to Mpro were calculated by averaging 2000 snapshots of the
simulated complexes (from 20 ns molecular dynamics simulation).
DGbind of ligands at the Mpro active site was calculated using (1)

DGbind ¼ DGRL e (DGR þ DGL) (1)

where DGRL, DGR, and DGL represent the free energies of complex,
receptor, and the ligand, respectively. The free energy (G) of each
state was calculated using the following equations:

DGbind ¼ DEgas þ DGsol e TDS (2)

Egas ¼ Eint þ EvdW þ Eele (3)

Gsol ¼ GGB þ GSA (4)

GSA ¼ gSASA (5)

The FF14SB force field terms were used to estimate the gas
phase energy (Egas), which is the sum of the internal energy (Eint);
Coulomb energy (Eele) and the van der Waals energies (EvdW). The
energy contribution from the polar states (GGB) and non-polar
states (GSA) were employed to evaluate the solvation free energy
(DGsol). The solvent accessible surface area (SASA in Å2) was also
used to derive the non-polar solvation energy (GSA) using a water
probe radius of 1.4 Å, while the contribution from polar solvation
(GGB) was determined by solving the Generalised Born equation,
where the total entropy of the solute and temperature is repre-
sented by S and T, respectively. To obtain the contribution of each
residue to the total binding free energy profile between the pep-
tidomimetics and Mpro, per-residue free energy decompositionwas
carried out at the atomic level for imperative residues using the
MM/GBSA method in Amber 18.

2.7. Principal component analysis

In order to further study the effect of ligand binding on dy-
namics of the Ca atoms, we deconvoluted the Ca RMSD using
principal component analysis (PCA). This method enabled the
interpretation of the relationship between different Ca conforma-
tions of Mpro across the five simulated systems, which were
sampled during the trajectory as implemented in the Bio3D R-
Statistical package for comparative analysis of protein structures
[45]. Briefly, the Desmond trajectory (.dtr) files were imported in
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VMD [46] and re-written as CHARMM/NAMD trajectory (.dcd) files.
The dcd files together with the pdb file of the minimised structure
were imported into RStudio and Ca atoms for trajectory frames
were superimposed to form a list containing numeric indices in x, y
and z coordinates used for the PCA analysis. Using the pca.xyz
function implemented in the Bio3D package for R statistical anal-
ysis, a lower dimensional representation of the structural dataset of
the simulated systems were obtained by projecting the minimised
structure and snapshots from MD trajectories into the sub-space
defined by the largest principal component (PC), which describes
the largest Ca atoms variance between theminimised structure and
the MD trajectories.

3. Results

3.1. HTVS and ligand docking

The rationale behind performingmolecular docking is to make a
systematic prediction of the ideal pose or conformation of a ligand
in a protein’s binding site, which could be taken further for mo-
lecular dynamics simulation studies. In this study, we used HTVS to
screen over 33,000 (Step 1) conformers of 11 FDA-approved anti-
retrovirals generated using the Maestro LigPrep algorithm. Specif-
ically, we screened (i) HIV PIs: Atazanavir, Darunavir,
Fosamprenavir, Indinavir, Lopinavir, Ritonavir, Saquinavir and
Tipranavir; (ii) NNRTIs: Delavirdine and Nevirapine; (iii)A broad
spectrum antiviral: Remdesivir. HTVS and Standard Protocol (SP)
Glide Docking algorithms implemented in Maestro Schr€odinger
were used for the library screening. Only eight (Atazanavir,
Fosamprenavir, Indinavir, Saquinavir, Tipranavir, Delavirdine, Ne-
virapine and Remdesivir) out of the 11 classes of Maestro-
generated conformers submitted in Step 1 yielded results
(SeeTable S1andFig. S1). The top-scoring ligands (from Step 1) on
the basis of the pose with the lowest Glide Emodel energy values,
were submitted for IFD (Step 2) alongside (i) the parent compound
(ii) Ligand 13b (benchmark) described by Zhang et al. [21] (iii)
Isavuconazonium, (iv) P2eP3 a-ketoamide inhibitor derivative (a-
KI), and (v) Pentagastrin. The properties, docking scores and MM/
GBSA DGbind of all compounds with Emodel energy less than the
benchmark ligand (Lig13b) are shown in Table 1.

We will focus mainly on the four peptidomimetics (indicated in
Table 1) that were subsequently submitted for MD simulation
studies.Fig. S2illustrates the 2D molecular structure of these four
ligands. Overall, all the poses showed that the ligands bind at a
single site in the receptor. Besides, the Maestro IFD algorithm
produced docking poses comparable (RMSD ¼ 0.75 Å) with the
coordinates of the 6Y2G model (Fig. S3). Asp 187 and Glu 166 are
the two charged amino acid residues within 4 Å of the bound ligand
common across all four ligands.

Fig. 2 illustrates the interaction between the ligands and the
Table 1
Ligands that bound toMpro with overall Emodel energy lower than the benchmark ligand

Ligand PubChem CID

Pentagastrin 9853654
a-KI 10129151
Isavuconazonium 6918606
Bromocriptine 31,101
Ceftolozane 53234134
Cobicistat 25151504
Delavirdine 5625
Atazanavir-analog 118983632
Fosamprenavir-analog 68322161
Nevirapine 71750992
Lig13b N/A
amino acid side chains within 4 Å of the ligand. For the binding of
the benchmark ligand 13b (Lig13b) to the Mpro, the docking simu-
lation showed that the interaction occurred with an average
Emodel energy of �116.3 kcal/mol. This interaction was stabilised
mainly by H-bonds and van der Waals interactions involving Gly
143, eight polar, seven hydrophobic, and three charged amino acid
side chains. There was H-bond contact between Gly 143, Asn 142,
Glu 166 and Lig13b. The binding of a-KI to Mpro also occurred with
Emodel energy of �137.5 kcal/mol. This interaction was stabilised
by a p-p* interaction between the active site His 41 and the ligand,
and five hydrogen bond interactions with Cys 145, His 163, His 164,
Asn 142 and Gly 143 side chains. Therewere 24 amino acid residues
within 4 Е of a-KI that potentially contribute to the stability of the
ligand within the receptor. The activity between Mpro and Penta-
gastrin involved 13 polar, 10 hydrophobic and two negatively
charged amino acid side chains. Although catalytic Cys 145 and His
41 were within 4 Å of the Pentagastrin, these two amino acids were
not directly contributing H-bond contacts with the ligand. The
overall Emodel energy and DGbind of this interaction
were �137.5 kcal/mol, respectively. The interaction between Mpro

and Isavuconazonium was stabilised by four H-bond interactions
between the ligand and His 163, Leu 141 and His 41 and one p-p*
interaction with catalytic His 41. Eleven polar, nine hydrophobic,
three charged amino acids side chains werewithin 4 Å of the ligand
that could potentially form non-bonded interactions with the
ligand in real-time. The Emodel binding energy between Mpro and
Isavuconazonium is �121.2 kcal/mol.

3.2. Free binding energy and per-residue energy decomposition
calculations

Free energy of interaction between twomolecules in a biological
system is the crucial measure in the description of the thermody-
namics of biological systems, which makes it an important objec-
tive of simulation of biomolecular systems. Therefore, it was
important that we determined the free energy of binding between
the top three ligands and the receptor, in comparison with the
benchmark ligand (Lig13b) using the MM/GBSA algorithm. In
addition to the free binding energy, it was also important to high-
light the contributions each amino acid residue makes by esti-
mating the per-residue energy decomposition of residues that
contribute to the binding of the ligands at the active site of Mpro.
Table 2 summarises the energy components of the MM/GBSA cal-
culations. The calculatedDGbind for the four ligands suggest that the
gas phase energy, although counteracted by the solvation free en-
ergy, contributes chiefly to the overall DGbind. The results show that
the binding of the four ligands may occur spontaneously with
negative DGbind. The association of Lig13b and a-KI with Mpro is
mainly driven by van der Waals interactions, whereas the associ-
ation between Isavuconazonium and Mpro is largely driven by
(Lig13b). Complexes of ligands in bold were taken further for MD simulation studies.

Glide Score (kcal/mol) Glide Emodel (kcal/mol)

�12.35 �167.43
�11.02 �137.48
�10.22 �121.22
�11.23 �112.36
�9.74 �109.84
�9.87 �107.83
�9.63 �98.63
�8.86 �96.95
�8.61 �92.01
�8.96 �91.65
¡7.68 ¡75.58



Fig. 2. 2D interaction plot of top poses of (A) Lig13b, (B) Isavuconazonium (C) a-KI and (D) Pentagastrin in complex with Mpro from induced-fit ligand docking. The residues are
within 4 Å from the ligand. Amino acid side chains are represented as follows: green is non-polar; blue is polar; violet is positively charged; orange is negatively charged. Purple
lines represent H-bond, blue-red line represent salt bridge interactions and grey shades represent exposure to solvent. The image was generated using Maestro 2D interaction
diagram implemented in Schr€odinger Maestro v12. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Table 2
Binding-free energy and individual energy components calculated using MM/GBSA
method for Mpro-complex with Lig13b, Isavuconazonium, a-KI and Pentagastrin.

Mpro-complex Energy components (kcal/mol)

DEvdW DEele DEgas DEsol DGbind

Lig13b �37.20 �14.51 �51.71 23.59 �28.13
Isavuconazonium �54.10 �261.52 �315.62 269.94 �45.68
a-KI �49.58 �18.74 �68.31 23.53 �44.78
Pentagastrin �52.60 �46.95 �99.55 64.71 �34.84

I. Achilonu et al. / Journal of Molecular Graphics and Modelling 101 (2020) 1077306
electrostatic forces. The van derWaals and electrostatic component
of Pentagastrin interaction is comparable.Fig. S4shows the per-
residue energy decomposition plots of the four ligands. Isavuco-
nazonium appears to have more amino acid residues contributing
towards its stability within the active site when compared to the
other three ligands.
3.3. Molecular dynamics simulation

Each of the complexes between Mpro and the four peptidomi-
metic ligands, as well as the non-liganded (apo-Mpro) discussed
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above were subjected to a 50 ns isothermal-isobaric (NPT)
ensemble (~1 bar and 300 K) MD simulation using the OPLS_2005
force field and a TIP3P solvent model. The structural fluctuations or
stability of each complex was measured by the root-mean-square
deviation (RMSD) and the root-mean-square fluctuation (RMSF).
Only a-carbon RMDS and side chain RMSF are reported. The overall
quality of the simulation event (Table S2) showed that the overall
total energy, potential energy, temperature and volumewere stable
throughout the 50 ns simulation period (average slope ± 0.002-
unit/ps). All the Mpro -ligand complexes showed comparable Ca
RMSD in comparison with the non-liganded system (Fig. 3A).
Overall, the system reached equilibrium around 10 ns with an
average Ca RMSD of 1.66 Å (±0.14 Å) after an initial rapid increase
from 0 to 2.5 ns (Fig. S5). The system converged and remained
stable beyond 10 ns? This is further affirmed by the representative
3D structures of the complexes superimposed on the apo-Mpro

(Fig. 3B). The RMSD between apo-Mpro and the Mpro complexes are
between 1.22 and 1.66 Å. This indicates that the binding of the
ligand does not severely perturb the global structure of the prote-
ase. The RMSF per-residue calculated over the 301 amino acid
residues of the Mpro for the liganded complex in comparison with
the non-liganded Mpro is shown in Fig. 4. RMSF evaluates the de-
gree of the displacement of a specific atom, or group of atoms,
relative to the crystal structure, which is averaged over the number
of atoms. The results show that ligand binding did not inducemajor
side chain perturbations in the receptor, although subtle differ-
ences in amino acid side chain RMSF between the liganded and
non-liganded system is observable. In order to further examine the
side chain RMSF, we plotted the difference in the side chain RMSF
Fig. 3. (A) The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of the Ca atoms as a function of 50
ns simulation time for the apo-Mpro (black line), Lig13b-Mpro complex (purple line), a-
KI-Mpro complex (green line), Pentagastrin-Mpro complex (red line) and Isavuconazo-
nium-Mpro complex (blue line). The image was generated using GraphPad Prism. (B)
Superimposed images of representative ribbon strictures of apo-Mpro (cyan), Lig13b-
Mpro complex (green), a-KI-Mpro complex (yellow), Pentagastrin-Mpro complex
(brown) and Isavuconazonium-Mpro complex (purple) taken from a trajectory cluster
of the most abundant structures. The image was generated using PyMol. The ligands
are shown in stick representations. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
between the apo protein and the liganded protein (Fig. S6). Ac-
cording to Fig. S6, residues with positive RMSF fluctuated more in
comparisonwith the corresponding residue in the apo-protein (and
vice versa). The Fig. shows that side chains of the Mpro-Lig13b
complex, fluctuated the least in comparison with the apo-protein,
while the other three complexes showed almost similar patterns
in the side chain RMSF, relative to the apo-protein. One similarity
across the four complexes is that ligand binding induced stability in
Gln 273, although this residue is not directly involved in ligand
binding.

To further gain insights into the stability of the individual Mpro-
ligand complexes, we also investigated the conformational dy-
namics of the ligands within the binding site and their H-bond
interactions with the protein and the environment over the 50 ns
MD production phase of the simulation. Using RMSD of the ligand
with respect to the receptor and an index of ligand conformational
stability, our results show that the average RMSD of the ligands is
5.10 Å (±1.80 Å) with respect to the receptor. The plot of the average
ligand RMSD (Fig. S6) with respect to protein versus time shows
that there was an overall increase in fluctuation within the first 20
ns of the simulation (Fig. 5) and stable evolution of the ligand
within the receptor in the last 30 ns of the simulation. Isavucona-
zonium showed the least deviation (3.63 ± 0.61 Å) within Mpro,
followed by Lig13b, Pentagastrin and a-KI, with 4.82 ± 1.48 Å,
5.66 ± 1.19 Å and 6.65 ± 1.87 Å, respectively. In addition to the
RMSD of the ligand with respect to the protein, other ligand
properties that are crucial for interaction with the receptor
including intra-H-bond contacts, the radius of gyration, solvent
accessible surface area, polar accessible surface area and molecular
surface area of the ligands (summarised in Table S3and shown
inFig. S7). Pentagastrin makes themost intra-H-bond contacts (~1.4
contacts) within the 50 ns simulation time, followed by Isavuco-
nazonium, Lig13b and a-KI (which rarely made any intra-H-bond
contact throughout the 50 ns MD production period. Concerning
molecular surface area, Pentagastrin showed the largest surface
area of approximately (637.19 ± 15.50 Å), which may arise as a
result of high intra-H-bond contacts. Overall, the dynamic polar
surface properties of the ligand remained constant throughout the
50 ns MD simulation period. Fig. 6 shows the fraction of H-bond
contact between the ligand and the side chains. The Fig. shows that
majority of the contacts between the ligands and the active site
residues are water bridge, van der Waals and H-bond interactions.

To further affirm and validate our MD simulation in comparison
with the IFD, we examined the non-bonded interactions that sta-
bilise the ligand within the Mpro active site. By dividing the tra-
jectories into two different conformational clusters based on Ca
atoms position, the Desmond algorithms reduce such ensembles to
a manageable size. Fig. 7 is an average of a representative cluster
determined using Ca RMSD trajectory clustering algorithm imple-
mented in the Desmond MD machine. Our results show (sum-
marised in Table 3) that all four ligands are stabilised by potential
non-bonded interactions between the ligand and polar, hydro-
phobic and charged amino acid side chains, as well as water and
ions within 4 Å of the ligand. Pentagastrin and Lig13b are both
stabilised by 10 H-bond contacts with water molecules and amino
acid side chains, whereas Isavuconazonium and a-KI are stabilised
by seven H-bond contacts with water molecules and amino acid
side chains. In addition to H-bond contacts, Isavuconazonium
makes a salt bridge electrostatic contact with a Cl�. Overall, more
H-bond contact is made during the MD simulation in comparison
with the IFD simulation. The root-mean-square deviation between
the structures when they are superimposed on apo-Mpro is
1.22e1.66 Å, which shows that the structures were conserved
throughout the 50 ns simulation time. In other words, the binding
of the ligand did not induce any major conformational



Fig. 4. The root-mean-square fluctuation (RMSF) per residue over 50 ns simulation time for (A) apo-Mpro (black line) in comparison with Lig13b-Mpro complex (purple line), (B) apo-
Mpro (black line) comparison with Isavuconazonium-Mpro complex (blue line), (C) apo-Mpro (black line) comparison with a-KI-Mpro complex (green line) and (D) apo-Mpro (black
line) comparisonwith Pentagastrin-Mpro complex (red line). The image was generated using GraphPad Prism. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of the ligands with respect to the
receptor (Mpro) as a function of 50 ns simulation time for Lig13b-Mpro complex (purple
line), a-KI-Mpro complex (green line), Pentagastrin-Mpro complex (red line) and Isa-
vuconazonium-Mpro complex (blue line). The image was generated using GraphPad
Prism. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the Web version of this article.)
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perturbations in the protease.
We examined the dynamics between the catalytic His 41 and

Cys 145 side chains by measuring the distance between the HE1 of
His 41 and HG of Cys 145 along the 50 nsMD simulation (Fig. 8). The
results show that the distance between HE1 of His 41 and HG of Cys
145 was consistent throughout the simulation time in apo-Mpro.
However, there was an initial perturbation in the distance between
these two atoms in theMpro-ligand complexes within the first 25 ns
of the simulation. The atomic distance convergence after 25 ns was
maintained at a stable distance in the last 25 ns.

To further explore the effect of ligand binding on the confor-
mational states of Mpro in a principal component (PC) phase space,
PCA was carried out for all Ca atoms in the five simulated systems
as a function of the 50 ns trajectory. Every single mode in the apo-
and complexed-Mpro systems is related to an eigenvalue, which is
congruent with the degree of fluctuation along a mode, and it
contains different contributions of the Ca atoms. The eigenvalues
were related to large intensive motions initially, followed by a rapid
decline, and finally, reached more localised fluctuations (Fig. S8).
The top 20 PCs for apo-Mpro, Lig13b-Mpro, a-KI-Mpro, Pentagastrin-
Mpro and Isavuconazonium-Mpro systems described 77.8, 74.9, 74.1,
76.4 and 80.1% of the total variance during the 50 ns of the trajec-
tories, respectively. Table 3 summarises the contributions of the
first two principal components (PCs) to the variance in Ca atomic
fluctuations, relative to the remaining PCs. For instance, the con-
tributions of the first and second PCs to the variance in Ca atomic
fluctuations in Lig13b-Mpro system were 24.3% and 12.9%, respec-
tively, whereas the contribution of the remaining PCs to this vari-
ance was less than 9%. Therefore, PC1 and PC2 was enough to
provide a useful description of the atomic fluctuation in the
sampled conformations, while still retainingmost of the variance in
the original distribution. Therefore, the first and second PCs were
used to analyse the transitions in conformations of the simulated
systems by deconvoluting their trajectories onto a two-
dimensional subspace (Fig. 9). Therefore, this projection of the
distribution onto the subspace described by the two largest PCs
(PC1 and PC2) resulted in a lower dimensional representation of the
fluctuation of the Ca atoms in three-dimensional spaces. The
continuous colour scale, which changed from blue to white and
then red, indicates that there were intermittent transitions be-
tween these conformations. The results show that the conforma-
tional behaviour of the simulated systems exhibited an observable
difference between the blue and red conformations as projected
along the direction of PC1 and PC2. The scattered dots (Fig. 9) were
dispersed for the liganded systems, whereas the un-liganded sys-
tems showed a slightly different distribution of the scattered dots.



Fig. 6. Stacked bar charts of side chains interactions and the types of interaction with (A) Lig13b, (B) Isavuconazonium, (C) a-KI and (D) Pentagastrinmonitored throughout the 50 ns
simulation. Green bars represent a fraction of time for H-bond (categorised into backbone acceptor; backbone donor; side-chain acceptor; side-chain donor). Hydrophobic in-
teractions are categorised into p-cation; p-p*; and other, non-specific interactions. The stacked bar charts are normalised throughout the 50 ns trajectory. Therefore, the fraction of
interaction can be construed to be percentage time, which could be more than 100%. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
Web version of this article.)
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Fig. 7. 2D interaction plot of representative clusters of trajectory frames based on the RMSD of most dominant snapshots of (A) Lig13b, (B) Isavuconazonium, (C) a-KI and (D)
Pentagastrin in complex with Mpro from induced-fit ligand docking. The residues are 4 Å from the ligand. Amino acids in green represent non-polar side chains, blue are polar side
chains, violet is positively charged side chains, orange is negatively charged side chains, purple lines represent H-bonds, the blue-red line represents salt bridges and grey shades
represent exposure to solvent. The image was generated using Maestro 2D interaction diagram implemented in Schr€odinger Maestro v12. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Table 3
Projections of the distribution of the simulated systems onto the subspace defined
by the largest principal components.

Simulated systems Variance in Ca atomic fluctuations (%)

PC1 PC2 PC3-PC20

apo-Mpro 23.7 15.1 <8.7
Lig13b-Mpro 24.3 12.9 <9.0
a-KI-Mpro 21.4 10.4 <9.0
Pentagastrin-Mpro 21.7 13.0 <9.9
Isavuconazonium-Mpro 34.0 13.5 <6.5
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4. Discussion

Among the 112 crystal structures of SARS-Cov-2 polypeptides
deposited in the PDB, SARS-CoV-2 Mpro (6Y2G) may be the most
attractive target for computational modelling studies because 6Y2G
is an Mpro-inhibitor (Lig13b) complex. In addition, an empirical
study has shown the inhibitor (an a-ketoamide inhibitor deriva-
tive) to be effective against the virus. Using 6Y2G as a template, we
aimed to generate theoretical extrapolations on plausible inhibitors
of SARS-CoV-2 Mpro capable of being introduced as experimental
drugs for the treatment of COVID-19. We have utilised accessible



Fig. 8. Atomic distance between His 41 and Cys 145 as a function of 50 ns simulation
time for the apo-Mpro (black line), Lig13b-Mpro complex (purple line), a-KI-Mpro

complex (green line), Pentagastrin-Mpro complex (red line) and Isavuconazonium-Mpro

complex (blue line). The image was generated using GraphPad Prism. (For interpre-
tation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)

Fig. 9. Projections of trajectories onto the subspace by the first two principal com-
ponents (PC1 and PC2) for (A) apo-Mpro, (B) Lig13b-Mpro complex, (C) Isavuconazo-
nium-Mpro, (D) a-KI-Mpro complex and (E) Pentagastrin-Mpro complex simulated
systems. The two distinct conformations along the trajectory are coloured blue (the
start) and red (the end). Between these two conformations are the intermediate states
(coloured from the lower shade of blue to grey, white and lower shade of red). (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the Web version of this article.)
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databases, including PubChem and DrugBank, to search for analogs
of 11 antiretrovirals and ketoamide inhibitors that can serve as (i) a
template for rational drug design and (ii) FDA-approved drugs that
can be introduced immediately to treat the disease and (iii) a proof
of a concept of using any known drug to treat this viral pandemic.
Molecular modelling has, in the past, proved to be a viable option in
accelerating drug discovery and complements experimental
studies in drug discovery [47e49]. Our hypothesis is linked to the
fact that a crystal structure of a protein provides a wealth of op-
portunity for a computational approach to drug design [50,51]. In
addition, a druggable target must also be critical for the biochem-
istry of the target pathogen-in this case, the SARS-CoV-2. We did
not initially intend to specifically select protease and non-
nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors. We used prior
conception on the fact that studies [52] seem have suggested that
antiretroviral drugs (ARVs) may be capable of treating SARS-CoV-2
virus, itself being a retrovirus. Hence, we used 11 classes of PIs and
NNRTI as search templates to identify candidate analogs in the
molecules databases including Drug Bank and PubChem.

To cast our net as wide as possible in searching for this best-fit
molecule, we extracted over 5000 molecules, generated over
33,000 conformers (isomers) and critically assed more that15
initial hits using induced-fit ligand docking. We tested the stability
of the top-scoring (using Lig13b as the benchmark) molecules with
a 50 ns molecular dynamics simulation. We used the Glide Emodel
parameter implemented in Maestro v12 to score and rank our li-
gands. Our HTVS protocol in the Maestro modelling algorithm is
designed to rationalise and filter the number of ligands that were
carried over to the second step, which is IFD followed by free
binding energy calculation usingMM/GBSA andMD simulation.We
did not apply Lipinski’s Rule of Five [53] penalties because most of
these molecules are peptidomimetics, which are often larger than
500 g/mol and may not pass the absorption parameter of this rule
due to their molecular weights [54]. However, we excluded mole-
cules with reactive functional groups and ensured that the mole-
cules conformed with the physiological conditions in terms of the
pKa at pH ~7.2. This is because ligands with reactive functional
groups may form covalent bonds with Mpro, therefore resulting in a
false positive interaction [55e57]. The Extended Protocol (XP)
docking algorithm (Maestro) was not used because we intended to
extend the modelling to molecular dynamics simulation. The re-
sults from HTVS showed that most eight classes (out of 11) theo-
retically showed some form of biological activity towards the SARS-
CoV-2 Mpro. All the ligands preferred to bind at the active site (as
indicated in 6Y2G) because no other site in the SARS-CoV-2 Mpro

attracted any of the over 33,000 conformers used in the HTVS.
Although the coordinates of 6Y2G indicate that Mpro is a

homodimer with two active sites per subunit; for this study, we
used a single subunit because we observed that it is only Ser 1 in
subunit A that is within possible non-bonding interaction distance
(3.9e4.1 Å) with the ligand in subunit B (and vice versa). There was
no initial indication that Ser 1makes any interactionwith the active
site, which largely depends on the nature of the ligand. From the
architecture of the Mpro active site, one is tempted to predict that
several water molecules will be involved in binding of any ligand at
this site. The structure of 6Y2G illustrates that twowater molecules
form either direct or indirect interactions with the Lig13b.

Our IFD studies showed that some of the known antiretrovirals
and their analogs may interact with Mpro based on docking scores
and Emodel energies. However, Remdesivir, which is proposed as a
potential COVID-19 drug, had binding energy values more
than �75.9 kcal/mol, which is higher when compared with Pen-
tagastrin, P2eP3 ketoamide derivative (a-KI), and Isavuconazo-
nium. These drugs are FDA-approved and may be optional
experimental drugs for the treatment of SARS-CoV2. Studies by
other groups have suggested the use or re-purposing of FDA-
approved drugs for the treatment of COVID-19 [34,38]. All three
drugs showed lower Glide Emodel binding energies in comparison
with the benchmark Lig13b. The ligands are mostly stabilised by
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hydrogen bond interactions followed by van derWaals interactions.
Isavuconazonium interactions with SARS-CoV-2 Mpro is stabilised
by p-p* stacking interaction between His 41 and the imidazole
moiety of the ligand (in addition to H-bond and van der Waals
interactions). His 41 is believed to be the catalytic histidine in this
protease [21]. The presence of catalytic histidine residues in pro-
teases is well-documented [58e61].

One remarkable feature of the IFD algorithm is the ability to
predict a realistic interaction that is comparable with experimental
models [62e64]. A comparison of the modelled interaction be-
tween Mpro and Lig13b with the experimental interaction with the
experimental interaction (6Y2G) shows that the RMSD between the
experimental pose and the theoretical pose is 0.27 Å. Therefore, we
have strong reasons to accept the results generated in this study as
“close to reality” as possible and allow rational inferences to be
made from this study. All the top-scoring ligands bind within 4 Å of
the catalytic Cys 145, which could be a target for covalent inhibition
[65,66] of the SARS-CoV-2 Mpro.

A large amount of useable and inferable information can be
obtained from a MD simulation study. MD simulation gives us first-
hand information on the stability of the ligand within the ligand-
binding site and how the binding of these ligands impact on the
conformational dynamics of the receptor, especially when
comparedwith apo-Mpro (unligandedMpro). In order to validate our
study, we used the Desmond molecular dynamics engine to
generate trajectories of Mpro in a complex with Lig13b, Pentagas-
trin, a-KI, and Isavuconazonium. Although it is advisable to test all
the ligands listed in Table 1, the computational power required is
demanding and this precluded us from performing extensive MD
simulations. Instead, we focussed on three FDA-approved mole-
cules which showed promise when compared with the benchmark
molecule, Lig13b. Overall, all four ligands were stable within the
active site throughout the 50 ns simulation period. It would have
also beenworthwhile extending the time scale of the simulation to
microseconds. However, the residence time of a drug within a re-
ceptor is determined by several factors including the effect of the
drug on the conformational dynamics of the protein receptor
[67,68]. Nonetheless, the summary of the trajectories showed that
the systems were stable after the initial time frames. But it appears
that due to the structure of each ligand, the conformational dy-
namics of Mpro varied in comparison with apo-Mpro, as suggested
by PCA. The binding of the ligand did not induce a global pertur-
bation onMpro, but rather a local perturbation. This is because there
was no formation or deformation of secondary structure elements
within the 50 ns time frame.

Judging from the best representative structure from an
ensemble of structures obtained after performing MD using the
Trajectory Cluster analysis algorithm implemented in Desmond, all
four ligands formed water bridges, maintained H-bonds with the
side chains, as well as close contact with the catalytic His 41 and Cys
145 residues. Therefore, our top candidate drugs may be a
competitive inhibitor of Mpro. Our results further affirm that the
binding of the ligand affects the dynamics between these two
residues and each ligand exerted a specific landscape of dynamics
between these two residues. Cys 145 and His 41 may both be
involved in the binding and stabilisation of the ligands within the
Mpro catalytic site [21] because these two catalytic residues are
within 4 Å of the ligands in the binding pocket. This substantial
piece of information may be a molecular insight into the mode of
inhibition of this enzyme.

In conclusion, we have used a computational approach which
includes HTVS, IFD, MM/GBSA free binding energy calculations and
MD simulation to study potential drug candidates for COVID-19.We
also used PCA to deconvolute the dynamics between the Ca atoms
as a function of ligand binding. Zhang et al. [21] laid the foundation
of this study by depositing the coordinates of the atomic structure
of SARS-CoV-2 Mpro (6Y2G) in complex with a derivative of an a-
ketoamide inhibitor (Lig13b). Using this molecule, we searched
publicly available small molecule databases for potential analogs
that we employed in our computational studies. With Lig13b as the
molecular gauge for inhibition of SARS-CoV-2 Mpro, we could
confidently infer that Isavuconazonium, a-KI and Pentagastrin are
potential drug candidates that could comparatively exert similar
effects on Mpro as Lig13b. Although no studies have demonstrated
the anti-viral activities of Isavuconazonium, a-KI and Pentagastrin,
that does not suggest that these compounds are incapable of
inhibiting viral infections. These three molecules are structural
analogs of the Lig13b used by Zhang et al. in their recent study [21]
to inhibit the activity of the Mpro, and they are peptidomimetics,
akin to most ARVs. Information on these three drugs, including
pharmacokinetics, mode of action, toxicity and doses can be
extracted from the DrugBank and PubChem databases. At this stage
it is not known whether there are other compounds in these da-
tabases that can outperform these three drugs. Detailed biochem-
ical, biophysical, cell culture and high-throughput screening
studies are needed to further interrogate the potential effectiveness
of the molecules, Isavuconazonium, a-KI and Pentagastrin, identi-
fied in this study. While we duly acknowledge several studies
[69e72] that have employed computational modelling to repur-
pose FDA-approved drugs to target the SARS-CoV-2 Mpro, our
studies have employed systematic deployment of conformers
generated using the Schr€odinger Maestro Epik algorithm. This
presents the possibility of deriving ligands that are more effective
in binding, in comparison with the parent analog. We also used
MM/GBSA to simulate the potential binding affinities, based on MD
simulation. Previous studies have failed to utilize this option in
demonstrating the affinities. Instead, they relied solely on docking
scores or MM/GBSA derived from implicit solvent model systems,
which are unreliable. MD simulation only shows the stability of the
system during the simulation period. It hardly describes the bind-
ing affinities with the use of MM/GBSA or MM/PBSA.
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